James
Reindeer James is a real
trendsetter. His black/
white colour combination
guarantees a hip character. In
other words, James possesses
the talent to turn a timeless
classic like the ‘houndstooth’
motive into a trendy look.
His distinct shape ensures
‘instant pleasure’ on the wall.
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Olaf
With his powerful
look, Olaf is a macho
eye-catcher in the
interior. His colour is
stylish, to say the least,
and the velvet creates an
extravagant look. Olaf will lift
every room in the house to a
higher level: pure class with a
somewhat obstinate character.
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Joseph

Victoria

Rhino Joseph stands out
immediately because of
this typical shape. With
his stripes, he is bang on
trend. The white and blue
stripes ensure an instant
‘beach feeling’ which makes
coming home even more
enjoyable. Blue and white
are a perfect combination
with wood, but Joseph is
also a real eye-catcher in
a more sleek interior.

Victoria the buck is a
picture of pure elegance.
Her feminine look lights up
the interior and is sure to
put a smile on everyone’s
face. The pink velvet is
suited to a modern as
well as a classic interior.
One thing is sure, with
Victoria on the wall every
room will become a little
bit more cheerful.
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Carlos
Are you looking for a
fun and playful item to
give your interior just
that little bit extra? Rhino
Carlos is the answer to
your question. His shape
is pure fun and his velvet
look makes for an intimate,
but playful, touch. The colour
is original and will bring a
summery feeling into the house.

William
By nature, William is
a bit contrary. With
his tartan look he will
undoubtedly create a
unique atmosphere in
the interior. The Scottish
tartan has been popular
for centuries, and Reindeer
William brings this into
the home in a fun way.

VERY WILD
BUT SOFT ANIMALS
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